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Choosing Your Laser System

SPA (Scalable Product Architecture) by Macsa is the first modular and scalable 
laser coding system.

Available exclusively from ID Technology, SPA is a laser platform that allows 
you to specify exactly what you need for your laser coding or marking job - 
whatever the demands of your production line.

As your needs change, SPA can evolve with you - making it easy to keep your 
coding operations up to date.

The SPA laser consists of 5 main modules:
1- The laser source
2 - The print head
3 - The enclosure
4 - The controller and software
5 - The electronics

Choosing the modules (along with optics and extras) allows the SPA to be 
configured exactly for the application. 



Technology
Macsa produces the widest range of laser technologies 
in the industry - this table should help determine which 
is best for your application. 

Power

A wide range of power outputs lets you choose the best laser for your 
particular application. 

SPA is available in CO2, YAG and Fiber YAG 
versions and various wavelengths to suit your 
application. 



Printhead

Enclosure

Protecting the laser from the environment is the key to long life with 
minimal problems. SPA is protected to IP54 as standard, and IP65 is 
available as an option. 
Macsa’a reverse airflow (RAF) cooling system ensures that any dust in 
the air, never comes in contact with system components. 

SPA offers three printhead configurations:
NXT the standard printhead for most coding applications
UHS high speed production lines and more complex formats
HPD for scoring applications and hard to mark substrates



Controller & Software
A new touchscreen interface offers complete control of the laser along 
with print format design, a setup wizard and help videos.

In addition, SPA lasers can be controlled via your network.

Macsa’s Marca programming software has been resigned to be even 

more sophisticated than ever, but still easy to use. 



Electronics



Optics

SPA offers a wide range of optics to ensure the laser is 
perfectly matched to the application.

The table shows which lenses are available for each 
laser in the SPA range.

Talk to your ID Technology specialist to help determine 
which is the best option for your laser job. 



How to Choose?

SPA is just one of the laser products designed and built by Macsa. How do you know which is 
best for you?

Contact ID Technology and we’ll get you connected with a specialist right in your area. We’ll 
evaluate your application, perform testing on your products and set up a demo in your plant (if 
needed).

With sales and service across North America, ID Technology can take care of just about any 
coding or marking job, from the smallest comp-any, to the largest 
multinational. 

Contact us today to get started!

ID Technology
5051 North Sylvania Avenue, Suite 405, Fort Worth TX 76137
888.438.3242         www.idtechnology.com

http://www.idtechnology.com

